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ABSTRACT

We report on photoresist etching experiments on the large area plasma source (LAPS) with an

oxygen plasma. The etch rate rises to a maximum value and then &lls with increasing gas pressure.

Using a recently proposed etching model, this experimental result can be explained in terms of a

simplified discharge kinetics model aswell asourprevious simulation results.

We find that the etching uniformity over the processing area of 40 cmxSO cm decreases with

increasing gas pressure. This can be explained by the experimental plasma profile results and our

simulation results in which the plasma density profile becomes more non-uniform with increasing gas
pressure. We also find that the standing wave pattern along the antenna coil can strongly influence etch

process uniformity.



1. Introduction

We have developed a simplified oxygen discharge model corresponding to our large area plasma

source (LAPS) geometry.'̂ For a specified gas pressure and absorbed power, we solved the particle and
energy balance equations to predict the ion and 0-atom densities and profiles and the electron

temperature. Here we report on photoresist etching experiments on the LAPS with an oxygen plasma.

The etch rate rises to a maximum value and then falls with increasing gas pressure. A simplified etch

kinetics model is described inwhich thepredicted ion and 0-atomdensities areused to explain theetch

ratedata. In orderto gain an insight intothe underlying physical mechanism, we also compare the etch

rate data with the scaling behavior of the etch rate fi'om a simplified analytical discharge kinetics

model.

2. Experiments

The LAPS system used in these experimentshas been described previously.For the measurements

of photoresist etch rate, half of a four-inch silicon wafer with 2 jjm (as measured by ellipsometry) of

hardbaked photoresist was clamped at the centerand (for uniformity measurements) at the edges of the

processing area (40 cmxSO cm). Typical operating parameters are an oxygengas pressure ofbetween 1

mTorr and 100mTorr and a rf power of between 500 W and 1500W. No external bias was applied to

thewafer during these experiments. Thethickness of photoresist film removed was divided by the etch

time to determine the etch rate. We assumed that the etch rate was constant over the etch interval. For

theseetching conditions, we also measured the plasma density profiles, and identified the achievement

of launching a traveling wave using four voltage sensors equally spaced along the antenna coil. To

launch a traveling wave, the tuning network was adjusted so that the voltages from the four sensors

were the same.

3. Results

Plasma density was determined fi'om measurements of the ion saturation current with a Langmuir

probe approximately 5 cm in front of the substrate holder. Figure 1 shows plasma density profiles for

various oxygen gas pressures at an input power of 500 W. The eight vertical dashed lines in the figure

indicate the positions of the eight copper rods. The plasma density profiles are close to symmetric

about the center and the plasma density increases with increasing gas pressure. We also see that the

density profiles at high pressures (50 mTorr and 100 mTorr) are somewhat embedded with the antenna

pattern, which consists of four sets of two adjacent antenna rods each, connected in series in a
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serpentine configuration. Theplasma density has the peaks within the regions between each of the sets

oftwo copperrods connected in parallel.

Figures 2 and 3 show plasma density profiles for various rf input powers at a gas pressure of 5

mTorr and 50 mTorr, respectively. For both pressures, the plasma density increases roughly linearly

with the input power.

We next describe how the etch rate of photoresist changes depending on the oxygen gas pressure

and rf input power. Figure 4 shows the etch rate at the center of the substrate holder as a function of

both gas pressure and rf input power. The etch rate rises to a maximum value and then ^Is with

increasing gas pressure. The etch rate is clearly a nonlinear function ofgas pressure. Inorder to explain

the data in Fig. 4, an etch model proposed by Joubert et al.p along with our simulation results and

analytical scalingsfor the dischai^ekinetics, will be introduced in the next section.

InFig. 5, the etch rate is plotted along a vertical line (perpendicular to the antenna rods) within the

chamber, for gas pressures of 1, 5, 20, and 50 mTorr at an input power of 1000 W. We see that the

uniformity ofthe etch rate decreases with increasing gas pressure. This result can be explained by our
simulation results^^ for the ionfluxes to the substrate holder.

Figure 6 shows etch rate profiles along the vertical within the chamber, for a traveling wave
condition and standing wave condition at a gas pressure of 20 mTorr. The corresponding voltage
distnbutions along the antenna are shown in the inset. As seen in the figure, the profile for the standing
wave condition ishighly asymmetric and non-uniform. From this result, we see that the standing wave
pattern canstrongly influence etchprocess uniformity.

4. Discussion

We consider a simple model of photoresist etching to explain the etch ratedata at the center of the

substrate holder.

The form oftherateexpression proposed by Joubert etal?^ is

Vo +<^sWi

where E is the etch rate, K is a rate coefficient, po is the 0-atom partial pressure, /c is the
thermodynamic adsorption constant for Oatoms on the photoresist, (7s is the density ofadsorption sites
for O atoms, rj is an ion-induced desorption rate constant, and ji is the ion current to the wafer

substrate. Inorder toobtain values for the constants inEq. (1), we use the simulation results for 0-atom

density at the substrate surface (no-wb) and the flux ofions incident on the substrate (Fi^sub =ni^bUa).^^
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Since po is proportional to nocub, Pocanbe redefined as

Po - Poirrf-i ^ ^ ~Poir^^X 0)

Similarly, sinceji is proportional to ji canbe redefined as

Ji ~Ji{r^ p ' ~ (3)
^ i-abirrf)

It isconvenient to rearrange Eq. (1)into thefollowing form'̂ ^

_ Q I Q
E Ka^ Ka, ^ ^

where a i is the product /cpo(«o and a2 is the product asrjjKT,^. We assume that (Ts, 77, and /c are

constant for different gas pressures and rf powers. Taking no^ub and Fi^sub at 20 mTorr, 500 W as the

reference values, we have

^O-tub
7.05x10" 1.93x10'̂ ^ 1 ^ F,.^ 1

E 7.05x10" iSTaj 1.93x10" A:a,

Using theetch rates for20mTorr and 1 mTorr at 500 WinFig. 4, we have the following simultaneous

equations with respect to 1/Ka2 and 1/Kai.

1 1 1 ^
+ at 20 mTorr

48.5(nm/min) Ka^ Ka^

3.26x10" 4.27x10"
7.05x10" 1.93x10" _3.26x10" 1 4.27x10" 1 .. toit

22.4(nm/min) 7.05x10" .ATcTj 1.93x10"/Taj

This equation yields values of 1.89x 10'̂ min/nm for 1/Ka2 and 1.72x 10*^ min/nm for 1/Kai. Figure
7 shows the etchrate data as a function of both gas pressure and rf input power, and the predicted etch

rate from Eq. (5) with the above two constants and the simulation results for 1, 5, 20, 50, and 100

mTorr taken from reference 1. Here we have also assumed that no^ub and Fi.8ub are proportional to rf

power. Thisassumption seemsto be reasonable from the experimental results in Figs. 2 and 3. Equation

(5) predicts a somewhat lower rate than the experimental data for a high rf power of 1500 W, but does

predict the general trend.

Equation (5) is also used to predict vertical etch rate profiles for various gas pressures, using the

simulationresults for vertical no-aib and Fi.8ub profiles taken from reference 1. The results are shown in

Fig. 8. For a gas pressure of 5 mTorr, Eq. (5) predicts a somewhat steeperprofile than the experimental

result in Fig. 5, but the general trends are similar, with the uniformity decreasing with increasing



pressure. The somewhat steeps etdi profiles at S mXorr could be e?q>lained in terms of the metal-

sur&ce recombination coefficient for O atoms (yo^netai). We have taken 7o«etai = 0.1 in the

simulation. If we took a lower value as the recombination coefficient, the 0-atom density profile

would become flatter, resulting in a more uniform etch profile.

We next discuss the etch rate behavior inFig. 4 in terms of a simplified discharge kinetics and its

scalings. The discharge power balanceat the substrateholdercan be written

(6)

where P„b is the power dissipation at the substrate holder, A«,b is the substrate holder area (60 cmx70
cm), and Ej is the total energy lost per electron-ion pair created.^^ The ion flux to the substrate is

determined from £q. (6) as

As has been seen in the simulation results, both P«u, and Et depend on the gas pressure no2. The ion

flux r'i.psub thus also varies with no2 as seen inEq. (7).
For the production of O atoms by dissociation of the oxygen feedstock, the steady-state rate

equation is^^

dn \

where / is a discharge thickness.

SolvingEq. (8) for no^ib,

21
»o-^= (9)

r.rt,2-Vo
4

and using m« ni-sub/hi, with ni.sub given byEq. (7), wehave

n (n ^ nm^o-«ib ) - 7-^ -—TTT";—rr- (10)

4

where hi, a ratio of edge-to-center density, can beexpressed as®^

fo.ieiu

0.86h, (11)

3 + — +
21

\B_

J

This general hi factor can be used for transitions from low to high pressure. Since K«ii«„ Psub, ub, Et,and
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hi depend on the gas pressure, no«ub also isa complicated function ofgas pressure as seen in Eq. (10).
Thevalues that depend on the gas pressure are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

p Xi Ub D. Te Et hi no2 P«id/P«bs

(mTorr) (cm) (cm/s) (cm^/s) (V) (cmVs) (V) (cm')
1 3.0 3.21X10^ 5.10X10® 3.40 8.1x10*'® 120 0.34 3.3x10'® 0.58

5 0.61 2.83x10^ 7.95x10® 2.65 5.1X10*'® 200 0.18 1.7x10'" 0.56

20 0.15 2.67x10^ 1.76X10® 2.35 3.9x10*'® 260 0.073 6.6x10'" 0.44

50 0.061 2.62x10^ 6.80x10'' 2.27 3.6x10*'® 290 0.035 1.7x10'® 0.30

100 0.030 2.61 xl(P 3.38x10" 2.25 3.5x10*'® 300 0.017 3.3x10'® 0.20

Using thescaling Eqs. (1), (7), and (10), with thevalues in Table 1, we predicted theetch rate inthe

sameway as has been done with the simulation results. Figure 9 showsthe results. The result from the

simplified discharge kinetics model isalso ingood agreement with theexperimental data.

We consider the scaling behavior of the etch rate from Eqs. (1), (7), and (10). In the low pressure

regime (low po), from Eq. (1), a linear relationship between the etch rate and po can be observed. The

etch rate therefore increases linearly with no^b defined in Eq. (10). From Eq. (10) with the values in

Table 1, no^b increases with gas pressure (no2), resulting in an increase in the etch rate with gas

pressure, as seen in Fig. 9. On the other hand, in the high pressure regime (high po), a linear

relationship between the etch rate and ji can be observed. The etch rate is thus proportional to r^ub

defined in Eq. (7). From Eq. (7) with the values in Table 1, Fi^sub decreases with gas pressure (no2),

leading to a decrease inthe etch rate with increasing pressure, asseen inFig. 9.

The fact that both the simulation and analytical discharge kinetics results are in good agreement

withthe experimental data confirms the assumptions ofthe model.

5. Conclusions

Fromthe photoresist etching experiments on the LAPS with an oxygen plasma, we have found that

the etch rate rises to some maximum value and then falls with increasing gas pressure. Using a recently

proposed etching model, the experimental result can be explained in termsofthe analytical scalings for

dischaige kinetics as well as our previous simulation results. This agreement confirms the validity of

the various approximations in our model.

For the etching uniformity, we havefound that the uniformity over the processing area of40 cmx50
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cm decreases with increasing gas pressure. This result can be explained by the experimental results and
our simulation results in which the plasma density profile becomes more non-uniform with increasing
gas pressure. We also have found that the standing wave pattern along the antenna coil can strongly
influence etch process uniformity.

The maximum etch rates were limited to between 100 —150 nm/min due to power supply and
vacuum pumping limitations. We expect the maximum etch rate to increase linearly with rf power. For
a large photoresist area, in the 0-atom flux limited regime where the etch rate is proportional to nosub,
we will undergo a reduction in the etch rate due to the loading effect. To minimize the loading effect,
high gas flow rates will be required, leading to a reduction in depletion of etchant O atoms over the

substrate area.
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